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The worst proposal 
 in the history of mankind





A nightmare



I wasn’t paid well

I literally lost money



I worked much harder than I 
thought I would



It took three times longer than anticipated



It ended quite poorly between 
me and the client





What I learned…



2

3

1 I need to charge more. MUCH more.

I need to learn to write better proposals

Doing business with friends is dangerous



I need a transformation



5 years later I learned how to…





Overview

Why Me? 

Pricing

The structure of a great proposal

What’s Next?



Let’s dive in with examples



Overview

Show your clients you know what they need

Let them imagine what they get in the end

Hint what’s complicated about the project

[How? on your first call act like a good spy]



Why Me?

Am I super relevant for this specific project?

Is it my talent?

Maybe I’m always on time?

Do I have tons of experience?



Pricing Methods

Hourly Pricing - charge per hour

Table Pricing - charge per item

Value Pricing - charge per package



Pricing & Behavioral Economics



Anchoring



$125$59 $125

16% 0% 84%



$59 $125

68% 32%



My Favorite 

 Value Pricing with 3 Packages



Let’s see an example





What he asked forBasic Package

Responsive + 
Newsletter

 Mid Package
(1.5x price)

Design T-Shirts 
for the team

 Exclusive Package
(1.8x price)



What did I do? 

 I created more work for myself
 Work that he appreciates

 Work that he needs
 Work that he values

*though he could still choose package A



Why is it working so well? 

The client wants to feel like the boss



My new client: Philip 

- 65 years old 
- Has worked with freelancers 
- Wants a new content website (multi-blog) 
- Has a very vague idea 
- Nonprofit  



What value could I provide him? 

TONS!



I can help him focus his idea 
Can advice him which platform to use 

Can setup his newsletter 
Can help with the design 

and so on…



Help them solve THEIR problems,  
and they will HAPPILY pay you more.





The Evolution of my Proposals



I know what you’re thinking…

This will take me hours!



We hated it too - 

So we had to build something to fix it















Pay only if you win the project



Questions?

Lior Frenkel 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